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SPIRIT? 

Francesco Lanza: 
"5G technology poses a

serious threat to our health"

Thousands of scientific studies
published in the last 50 years show
a direct link between exposure to
radiation and serious illnesses. The
association Bona Ona offers talks,
advice and campaigns to make
people aware of the dangers of Wi-
Fi in schools and 5G antennas.
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Page 3: Solars Spirit 

What is the solaris
spirit? 

Santi Biri explains the
value of
inconditionality. Solaris
weaves help and
solidarity for all.

Magdalena Barea
shares a new
healthy and
nutritious recipe.
Learn how to
prepare coconut
flatbread.
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 Si quieres promocionar 
tus servicios y terapias, 

escribir artículos o 
colaborar con MAI 

escríbenos en:
 

boletinMAI@proton.me
 

asistenciaintegral.info@protonmail.com
 

Page 4: Harmful effects
of 5G
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MOVIMIENTO
ASISTENCIA INTEGRAL

 
Asistencia sanitaria

695584607
 

Asistencia emocional
y energética

654631234
 

Donaciones:
ES29210079491413004

08003
 

MAI’S 
FIRST ANNIVERSARY

MAI was born on December 26, 2021, when Dr Nadiya
Popel was treating a patient called José at home. Thanks to
this man (who has now passed away), MAI came to life. Dr.
Nadiya Popel made a public appeal in a video on her
Telegram channel, asking nurses in Spain to keep track of
patients who, like José, were in need of health assistance.
And that's how Nadiya Popel began to receive thousands
and thousands of calls from people who wanted to join the
movement.

A year later, we have already assisted about 4,000 people
with alternative therapies and MAI continues to grow.
Through an extensive network of beings connected through
Telegram, magic took place, takes have been written for
children, and books have been published on alternative
medicine and various products available to help heal. This
newsletter you are holding now also became a reality.

We hope that 2023 is a year full of health and happiness, and
that we can all move forward together and create the new
world we deserve.

I thank everyone for their collaboration. Let’s keep going.

Francesco Lanza, the
president of Bona Ona,
tells us about the
association’s actions to
stop the
implementation of 5G
antennas and defend
our rights.   
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CONTACT

Correo electrónico: boletinMAI@proton.me 

Website: www.movimiento-asistencia-integral.com

 Telegram: t.me/movimiento_asistencia_integral

 Instagram: @movimientoasistenciaintegral

 

HIGHLIGHTS

EDITORIAL TEAM

Fundadora: Nadiya Popel
Coordinación de edición en papel, maquetación 

diseño y redacción: Maria Llompart
Coordinación de edición digital: Bea Talegon 

https://diario16.com/category/opinion/boletin-mai/
Colaboradores:

Magdalena Barea, Edurne Martínez, Santi Biri, Maite Bernaus
Corrección: 

José Llamas, Edurne Martínez. 
English version: 
Susana Rodríguez

mailto:asistenciaintegral.info@protonmail.com
http://www.movimiento-asistencia-integral.com/
http://t.me/movimiento_asistencia_integral


SOLARIS SPIRIT: 
 "SOLARIS IS ABOUT RAISING YOUR HEAD AND BUILDING

A POSITIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE FUTURE."

I was born in Seville, but I feel I belong here in Menorca, which has been my home, my
paradise, for 20 years. I do many things: a technician for shows and concerts, gardening...,
but the activist in me has been rumbling for more than two years now. As founder and
member of Menorca Acción, I have been fighting together with colleagues against the
totalitarian measures imposed under the guise of this pandemic.
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BY SANTI BIRI 

Unconditional

This would be the most accurate word to describe
Solaris: unconditional. 

If I had been told about this project a few years
ago, I would have said no. I was not as connected
as I am now with the earth, other beings or
consciousness, but this is probably the most
beautiful project I have ever embarked upon.

A project full of learning. Because if there's one
thing you constantly do in Solaris, it's learn.

You learn to share, you learn to teach, you learn
to bond with people who are on the same path as
you, you learn to try to make others not on that
path see the good, ethical and moral reasons for
changing actions, doing things, offering favours
and help... but above all, you learn that there is
something more valuable than the canon of
unsustainable economy imposed by the system,
which makes no sense, except for their own
benefit and intentions.

SOLARIS weaves mutual aid and solidarity among
everyone, without commercial transactions,
without trading or exchange agreements. What
you give to someone, you will receive at some
time from someone else.

SOLARIS is in all those who want connect with
each other, stronger than ever, without
hierarchies or power structures, respecting all
differences.
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SOLARIS brings together everyone’s capacities and
resources for the One, who is at the service of
everyone.

It represents a common goal: to quickly become
resilient in a world that is getting worse socially,
politically, economically, health-wise, climate-wise
and geophysically.

It is first and foremost the duty to learn and share
knowledge, pragmatically and efficiently. Local
autonomy shines on the horizon.

SOLARIS is there to help each other in
emergencies, and to show that each of us can do
many things if we are helped to understand this.

The SOLARIS spirit drives away fear, isolation,
despair and distress, wherever they are. It places
bonds, benevolence and gratitude where there
was once division and conflict, sovereignty where
there was a sense of powerlessness and loss of
identity.

SOLARIS is about raising your head and building a
positive and constructive future.

The SOLARIS spirit embodies knowing that
sovereignty for everyone begins with everyone.
And that the love of living beings is key to
everything.

For more information, look on Telegram for the
Solaris group in your province or community. If
there isn’t one, ask for help in the national group
and start it up yourself.
HTTPS://T.ME/SOLARIS_ESPANA



Francesco Lanza:
BONA ONA's president

“Wireless technology represents 
a serious threat to ecosystems 
and our health.”

Francesco Lanza is the president of Bona Ona,
the consumer association that informs of risks
associated with non-ionizing radiation. An
economist born in Northern Italy, near the
Alps, he considers that "my relationship with
the wild nature of where I grew up has
definitely influenced me. Respect and care for
nature have always been values that I have
followed in life."

How can 5G antennas affect the body? 
5G antennas and any other emitters of radio
frequencies, depending on their strength, can
affect not only our health, but they also put the
lives of animals, insects and plants in danger.

His observation of people suffering from
environmental illnesses, including electro
hypersensitivity (EHS), fibromyalgia, multiple
chemistry syndrome (MCS) and chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) has confirmed his
investigations carried out for his Masters and
IEB seminar. 

The risk of serious illness increases in
proportion to the length and intensity of
exposure, and the list of these illnesses is very
long, including neurological disorders such as
tiredness, depression, hyperactivity and
aggressiveness, and also more serious ones
like diabetes, fertility problems, malformations,
leukaemia and cancer. Thousands of scientific
studies published in the last 50 years show a
direct link between exposure to radiation and
serious illnesses. 

I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S A N T I  B I R I
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In the last 40 years, electromagnetic waves
have started to be used for wireless
communication. It is impossible for our bodies
to adapt in one generation to such a big
change in the environment in which we live.

Can we avoid exposure to these dangerous
antennas?
We must reduce mobile-phone use, switch off
phones and Wi-Fi at night, and limit use of
wireless technology such as Bluetooth, phones,
“baby phones,” cameras, etc.

Once our homes are more or less healthy, we
can focus on external sources such as
antennas and repeaters. We can use anti-
radiation materials, including paint, curtains
and special mosquito nets that reflect the
waves coming from outside so they don’t enter
the house. Their effects can be seen by
applying the laws of physics. There are also
other methods (neutralisers, protectors,
orgonites, shungites, etc.), but their effects
cannot be seen using quantitative measures.
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We must 
reduce mobile

phone use
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You can also protect yourself by requesting
removal of the antenna: a few months ago, an
antenna was switched off in Inca because It
was on rustic soil. Bona Ona is here to advise
and guide groups of motivated people on all
possible actions.

How and why was Bona Ona founded?
The supposed pandemic pushed me to found,
together with other colleagues aware of
electropollution, Bona Ona, a consumer
association that warns of the risks of non-
ionizing radiation to help organise local groups
prevent 5G deployment. The driving force is
linked to realising that there’s no future if we
don’t start caring for nature. Wireless
technology poses a serious threat to
ecosystems and our heath.

To help restless minds of those worried about
how vaccines and 5G threaten their health, we
took the reins of a small Facebook group
("Baleares says No to 5G") with less than 300
subscribers. After publishing objective and
reviewed information, we had more than 7,000
subscribers within a few months. Those of us
that were most active, without knowing each
other, decided to found an association to warn
the population of the risks of non-ionizing
radiation (especially 5G) and to defend our
right to health and physical integrity that is
threatened by wireless technology.

Bona Ona has slowly widened its area of work:
we offer awareness campaigns of the dangers
of Wi-Fi in schools, we warn of the dangers of
surveillance, the reduction of privacy, social
control, and artificial intelligence as one of the
biggest threats to the survival of our species. In
a nutshell, we support that technology be used
to help us in life, but not as a way to control
the population or make us ill.

What has Bona Ona achieved so far and
what are your plans?

We have two main lines of action: to make
people aware of the risks of non-ionizing
radiation and to defend the rights affected by
these technologies. We offer many talks across
the country, write articles (for Cambio16, for
example), advise on our Telegram channel, and
collaborate with movements like MAI (Dr.
Nadiya Popel) and Soberanía y Salud (Josep
Pàmies), reaching thousands of people.

With regard to defending our rights, Bona
Ona's legal department advises individuals and
groups that want to take action against
institutions (by presenting complaints) and in
court (through legal action). Thanks to our
advice, several municipalities now have
approved motions calling for a moratorium on
5G and we have several cases in which rights
have been breached already submitted or
about to be submitted to court.

How can people collaborate with Bona Ona? 
The easiest way is to become a member, which
gives you access to technical and legal advice
on wireless technology. To more members we
have, the more influence we will have. If you
want get involved, you can help translate
materials, carry out research, draft articles,
organize talks and share information on social
media... Help is always welcome.
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We advise individuals 
and groups that want 

to take action



COVID-19 VACCINES FOR CHILDREN

Integral medicine. Degree in Medicine and Surgery. 
"I try to treat human beings as a whole, without making divisions, because I believe we
should remember that we all have physical, psychological, emotional and social aspects…
and when these are not balanced illness can occur, meaning we need to treat patients on
an individual basis and in the most natural way possible."
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BY EDURNE MARTÍNEZ 

I am very concerned about mass vaccination of
children. It is unethical because to "save" the
elderly, we are exposing children to the
unknown. We do not know what will happen to
them, although it is already clear that this will
be nothing good. Children are special in many
ways. Their immune system is developing and
these vaccines are very new and we know little
about their medium- to long-term effects. It is
too risky for little or no benefit. Even Pfizer
itself admits that it needs five years to study
the risks of myocarditis and pericarditis in
children.

Children hardly suffer from Covid-19, and if
they do, they have few symptoms, which are
mild in 99.5% of cases. For them, it is like other
respiratory viruses such as flu and other colds.

The mRNA vaccine is the one most offered in
Europe, and according to Pfizer-BionTech itself,
"there is no certainty it is effective and safe and
it is suspected to produce serious side effects,"
as those of us who are involved in daily clinical
practice are observing. Not to mention the
massive increase in deaths in 2022, the highest
in history (children and adults).

What is happening, what is being done
differently from other years?

The Covid-19 vaccine contains the lipids
polyethylene glycol (ALC-0159), which can cause
severe allergic reactions, and ALC-0315, which
is mutagenic and carcinogenic, and does not
have enough pharmacokinetic and metabolism
studies to support its safety when injected.
Both lipids are toxic to humans, yet children
are being injected with them.

As for the mortality rate, I would like to refer to
the words of Mrs. Valerie Oyarzun Fontanet,
Prosecutor of the Provincial Court of Lleida,
published on 29 October 2021 in a report
entitled, "Inoculations 20/21 in childhood and
adolescence; supremacy of the best interests of
the child," which on page 81 indicates that
"official data shows that 8 times more people
have died from Covid vaccines in 6 months than
people who have died from Covid in 18
months."

 In Sweden, the Covid-19 vaccine is no longer
being offered to young people due to the
increase in myocarditis (severe heart damage
that limits quality of life and can lead to death).

 We should follow Sweden and stop vaccinating
children against Covid-19. And while we are at
it, we should no longer vaccinate them for
other things. Human beings know how to
defend themselves without putting so many
toxins into themselves. Let’s stop damaging
their little bodies. We need to protect them!
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CONSCIOUS COOKING

Perfect for those that enjoy a breakfast low in carbohydrates, while rich in fibre and fat.
You can fill this bread with avocado, ham, turkey, mackerel...and add some rocket, sprouts,
vegetables, pesto, tomatoes….there are endless options!

INGREDIENTS
For 6 medium-sized crepes:
• ½ cup (65 gr.) coconut flour.
• 2 teaspoons (3-3,5 gr.) psyllium flour.
• ¼ teaspoon ecological baking powder.
• ¼ teaspoon sea salt.
• 200-220 ml water (lukewarm).
• 1 tablespoon olive oil, plus a little for the saucepan.
Optional: Herbs or spices.

METHOD
1. Mix the coconut, psyllium, baking powder, salt and herbs/spices.
2. Add the lukewarm water and mix with a spoon until obtaining a dense mixture.
3. Form little balls and place them on two sheets of baking paper. Use a rolling pin to flatten the
balls (1-2 mm).
4. Heat the saucepan and add a little oil and cook each crepe for 2 minutes on one side. Add a little
oil and continue cooking the other side for one more minute.
5. Serve with extras to taste.
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BY MAGDALENA BAREA  

Coconut flatbread
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Nurse and physiotherapist. Masters degree in human
nutrition and conscious eating. Therapist specialised
in diets and alternative therapies.
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ÉVELIN  

BY MAITE BERNAUS 

Maite began her activism in Amnesty International,
continued with Fundación Economía Basada en Recursos,
and is now very involved with MAI.

Évelin lived happily in the countryside, helping her parents look after the animals and the vegetable
patch, and playing with her friends. Until one day some men appeared, dressed in black, and sold some
products to her parents. They were told it was for their own good, but they didn't know the problems
these products would lead to.."

With this story, we want to help children understand the importance of being in contact
with nature and protect it from pollution. We also want to show them how health is more important
than money so that they are not fooled; enable them to value simple things and learn to separate what
is really important from things that are more superficial and transitory. This story also teaches them
about the benefits that plants and quantum healing have to offer.

COLECCIÓN 
CUENTOS PARA

SANAR

El proyecto de Pedro
Alma y su encuentro con tres sabios
El viaje de Ada
Évelin 

¡Seguimos ampliando la colección!

Cómo pedir los cuentos? Contacta con:  
Telegram @EstrellasDeLuz
Marina 609935931
Mail:
maicuentosparasanar@gmail.com 
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